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Future-Fit Pioneer:

Creating a Better Life for People and the Planet

Life Moments to become a Future-Fit Pioneer in support
of its mission to help people Play life better.

Follows recent announcement of collaboration to deliver
Virgin Money Sustainability Benchmarking Tool
Both firms look forward to broader partnership combining
technology & expertise to help many more business
become Future-Fit.
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“...a community of
like-minded businesses
dedicated to supporting
the transition to a truly
sustainable and
flourishing future.”
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Creating a Better Life for People and the Planet

For some, the notion of being better may not feel ambitious enough, not aspirational enough
or not radical enough, but at Life Moments we know lots of small changes can make a big
difference. We are a purpose-led digital coaching business dedicated to helping people
navigate their important life moments and achieve better outcomes, or as we like to say ‘play
life better’.



For us ‘better’ means helping people become homeowners a little faster, ensuring people
achieve

their

retirement

goals,

or

teaching

more

kids

to

become

financially

astute.

Alongside supporting these personal life goals, we also have an ambition to create better
outcomes for the environment and society too, which is why we have joined the network of
Future-Fit Pioneers to help us navigate the path ahead.



Future-Fit Pioneers are a community of like-minded businesses who are dedicated to
supporting the transition to a truly sustainable and flourishing future. This means we
understand that our economy is failing society and we must find new ways to create value
which not only enables us to succeed as a business, but allows us to contribute to
environmental and social success too. This commitment will impact the way we run our
business, the propositions we create and how we design solutions with data privacy and
accessibility as core principles.
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Ben Leonard, CEO of Life Moments commented:


“At Life Moments, we want to work with organisations who share our values and are excited
about collaborating to become a better business. Becoming a Pioneer and more broadly
forming a partnership with Future-Fit, will not only help us on our own journey to help people
play life better but will allow us to help other businesses understand what's important to their
customers, driving greater transparency and awareness around issues which affect our planet
and our communities.


Just like the Life-Moments Enso, being a Future-Fit Pioneer means constantly learning,
evolving and improving and we believe it will not only make us a better business, but make our
environment and our society better too.”


Martin Rich, co-founder of Future-Fit added;



“We are thrilled to welcome Life Moments as the latest member of our Pioneer community. It is
clear that the team shares our vision and deep commitment to helping others play their part in
creating a truly sustainable future. Moreover, they were willing to look in the mirror and
recognise that they had to walk-the-walk themselves, hence this commitment to being a
Pioneer. We are really looking forward to building our partnership and working together to help
many more businesses become Future-Fit."
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About Life Moments


Life Moments is a digital coaching business set up in 2018 to help
people play life better. Through their LifeHub platform and wrap
around services offering they are working with clients to make life
goals and digital coaching a core component of consumer
propositions, delivering better customer & commercial outcomes .
Their clients include Virgin Money, Principality Building Society and
Mortgage Advice Bureau.




About Future-Fit


Future-Fit Foundation is a UK-registered charity. They are the
developer, promoter and steward of the Future-Fit methodology.
Their vision is a Future-Fit Society – one which protects the
possibility that humans and other life will flourish on Earth forever,
by being environmentally restorative, socially just and
economically inclusive. 
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